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YOUR TOP 5

- Are you setting up projects in BIM360 Manually or have you utilized Forge to create projects?

- Does everyone in your organization get the same permission?

- Start a project new in BIM360, or Migrate? Have you tested the migration tool?

- What are some of the challenges in starting a new project?  When migrating?

- Is folder structure importation prior to migrating projects?

- Are you using BIM360? Why?  What is the aversion if not?

- Deployment of software like Desktop Connector?

- Workflow changes with xrefs and/or drefs? Things to be aware of?

- How is SSM Working for you?

- Survey database migration tool?

- What works well on BIM360, what could be done better?

- BIM360 Design - is this activated on your projects or just docs?

- How do you foresee DESIGN working in the future?

- Are you experiencing syncing issues?

- How wel does it integrate with other projects like Revit?

- How do you train the organization? Project Specific? By Office? By only C3D Users?

- How do you support staff during the project?

- What metrics do you have or should you have to measure success?

- Communications

- Planning

- Best way to get everyone user access?

- What are some of the strategies that worked for you?

- What 'easy buttons' do you wish you had or worked better?

Sync Speed

(xrefs, saves)

YOUR TOP 5 YOUR TOP 5

Migrattion

Tool not

working

initial go

Starting

Project from

Scratch

Exsting

Data to

Connector

Exsting Data

to

Connector

Sync slow

I like monthly

updates to

the Connector

app.

Sync speed

Migration -

select folder

after upload and

repath files in

that folder

Clients

adverse to

another file

location

Online

Deployment?

Ability to deploy

to specific users

from Admin

I'd like to host

my own data

and use it with

the BIM360

interface tools

I'd like a method

for backing-

up/capturing my

BIM360 data as I

need to own and

have a copy of my

own data.

Delta sync

Train -

Trainers

SSM needs to be

accessed and stay live

in a central cloud

location so it can be

simultaneously be

accessed by multiple

users in different

locations.

XREF files on local copy

that don't change often

shouldn't be always

stopping Civil3D or

ACAD, causing software

lag. Local copy should be

like a local copy, aka

super fast.

I'd like to host

my own data

and use it with

the BIM360

interface tools

I'd like a method

for backing-

up/capturing my

BIM360 data as I

need to own and

have a copy of my

own data.

Train -

Trainers

I like monthly

updates to the

Connector

app.

Delta sync

SSM needs to be

accessed and stay live

in a central cloud

location so it can be

simultaneously be

accessed by multiple

users in different

locations.

XREF files on local copy

that don't change often

shouldn't be always

stopping Civil3D or

ACAD, causing software

lag. Local copy should be

like a local copy, aka

super fast.

GIS Data

files needs

to work

better

Need to be able to

store GIS formats for

users not familiar

ArcGIS Online or

ArcGIS Enterprise

from ESRI

Need to be able to

store GIS formats for

users not familiar

ArcGIS Online or

ArcGIS Enterprise

from ESRI

Group A

PDF Autodesk Civil 3D Drawing Maintenance PDF BIM360 for Autodesk Civil 3D (1)

Resources

ROSE BUD THORN

You like A new idea Can do better

We will use the "Rose, Bud, Thorn" method for this roundtable discussion.

- Discuss various approaches to the successful implementation of C4C3D

- Connect with industry leaders who have implemented C4C3D amid a global pandemic

- Help other benefit from mutual success and failures.

- Get advice on how to implement your next Civil 3D project on BIM360

Learning Objectives:

1. Welcome!

Are you currently using Collaboration for C3D in a production

environment?

Not

Currently

Using

C4C3D

Currently

Using

C4C3D

2.  Poll to get us started

What version of Desktop Connector are you currently using?

1063 1074OLDER
NEWER

(BETA)

3. Poll to get us startedZOOM Poll Results Mural Poll Results
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YOUR TOP 5

- Are you setting up projects in BIM360 Manually or have you utilized Forge to create projects?

- Does everyone in your organization get the same permission?

- Start a project new in BIM360, or Migrate? Have you tested the migration tool?

- What are some of the challenges in starting a new project?  When migrating?

- Is folder structure importation prior to migrating projects?

- Are you using BIM360? Why?  What is the aversion if not?

- Deployment of software like Desktop Connector?

- Workflow changes with xrefs and/or drefs? Things to be aware of?

- How is SSM Working for you?

- Survey database migration tool?

- What works well on BIM360, what could be done better?

- BIM360 Design - is this activated on your projects or just docs?

- How do you foresee DESIGN working in the future?

- Are you experiencing syncing issues?

- How wel does it integrate with other projects like Revit?

- How do you train the organization? Project Specific? By Office? By only C3D Users?

- How do you support staff during the project?

- What metrics do you have or should you have to measure success?

- Communications

- Planning

- Best way to get everyone user access?

- What are some of the strategies that worked for you?

- What 'easy buttons' do you wish you had or worked better?

YOUR TOP 5 YOUR TOP 5

Sync Speed

(xrefs, saves)

Group B
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YOUR TOP 5

- Are you setting up projects in BIM360 Manually or have you utilized Forge to create projects?

- Does everyone in your organization get the same permission?

- Start a project new in BIM360, or Migrate? Have you tested the migration tool?

- What are some of the challenges in starting a new project?  When migrating?

- Is folder structure importation prior to migrating projects?

- Are you using BIM360? Why?  What is the aversion if not?

- Deployment of software like Desktop Connector?

- Workflow changes with xrefs and/or drefs? Things to be aware of?

- How is SSM Working for you?

- Survey database migration tool?

- What works well on BIM360, what could be done better?

- BIM360 Design - is this activated on your projects or just docs?

- How do you foresee DESIGN working in the future?

- Are you experiencing syncing issues?

- How wel does it integrate with other projects like Revit?

- How do you train the organization? Project Specific? By Office? By only C3D Users?

- How do you support staff during the project?

- What metrics do you have or should you have to measure success?

- Communications

- Planning

- Best way to get everyone user access?

- What are some of the strategies that worked for you?

- What 'easy buttons' do you wish you had or worked better?

YOUR TOP 5 YOUR TOP 5

training is

needed

We don't have

a standard

project

creation

process

Acess to

project data

all on local 

Need for

other

disciplines

(GIS) to be on

board

Need to train

entire

organization

Need Synchro of

user accounts thru

Active Directory -

Leave

permissions to

Larger IT team

New data not

present

without a

forced refresh

Being

deployed via

SCCM -

works well. 

Monthly updates

to desktop

connectori is ok

but not more

frequent please

Deployment

training is

needed

Need to train

entire

organization

Need Synchro of

user accounts thru

Active Directory -

Leave

permissions to

Larger IT team

Group C
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YOUR TOP 5

- Are you setting up projects in BIM360 Manually or have you utilized Forge to create projects?

- Does everyone in your organization get the same permission?

- Start a project new in BIM360, or Migrate? Have you tested the migration tool?

- What are some of the challenges in starting a new project?  When migrating?

- Is folder structure importation prior to migrating projects?

- Are you using BIM360? Why?  What is the aversion if not?

- Deployment of software like Desktop Connector?

- Workflow changes with xrefs and/or drefs? Things to be aware of?

- How is SSM Working for you?

- Survey database migration tool?

- What works well on BIM360, what could be done better?

- BIM360 Design - is this activated on your projects or just docs?

- How do you foresee DESIGN working in the future?

- Are you experiencing syncing issues?

- How wel does it integrate with other projects like Revit?

- How do you train the organization? Project Specific? By Office? By only C3D Users?

- How do you support staff during the project?

- What metrics do you have or should you have to measure success?

- Communications

- Planning

- Best way to get everyone user access?

- What are some of the strategies that worked for you?

- What 'easy buttons' do you wish you had or worked better?

YOUR TOP 5 YOUR TOP 5

We are setting

up projects

manually, but

exploring the

Forge option in

2021.

We try not to

migrate projects

to BIM 360 -

only start new

projects on the

platform.

Every time you save a

drawing, Desktop

Connector will publish a

new version in the cloud.

Watch the Desktop

Connector system tray

icon and wait to save

againuntil after it has

finished all pending

actions.

Publish DWFx files to BIM

360 for review. DWFx files

render much better than

PDFs on the platform.

Another benefit of the

DWFxformat is that if

someone downloads a

DWFx file, they don’t need

a special viewer

installedon Windowsto

look at the drawing.

Normally when you close a

drawing, it will unlock, but

there are times when a

user opens a file too

quickly before the updates

have been saved to the

cloud.

Hatch patterns with small

dots printed to PDFs and

previewed in the web BIM

360 interfaceoften

disappear.The reason for

this is because the BIM

360 platform compresses

PDFs for faster viewingbut

if you download the PDFs,

you can view the native

resolution.

Teach people

who will be

using it for a

project to

start. 

Phantom objects

appear near

clipped

viewportsontheBIM

360 web previewof

DWFx files

SSM doesn't work

well. It helps to have

only one person in

charge of the sheet

set.

It helps to start

implementing/training on

a project basis over time

to help build

organizational

knowledge. it provides a

broader knowledge

base to support the

larger implementation

Creating SCCM

packages can be

time-consuming

in a large

organization that

is very busy.

AD account

syncing /

SSO

Group G
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Start New is

best

Entitlements

and HUB

permissions

in same place

Everyone

has to be on

same DC

Version

YOUR TOP 5

- Are you setting up projects in BIM360 Manually or have you utilized Forge to create projects?

- Does everyone in your organization get the same permission?

- Start a project new in BIM360, or Migrate? Have you tested the migration tool?

- What are some of the challenges in starting a new project?  When migrating?

- Is folder structure importation prior to migrating projects?

- Are you using BIM360? Why?  What is the aversion if not?

- Deployment of software like Desktop Connector?

- Workflow changes with xrefs and/or drefs? Things to be aware of?

- How is SSM Working for you?

- Survey database migration tool?

- What works well on BIM360, what could be done better?

- BIM360 Design - is this activated on your projects or just docs?

- How do you foresee DESIGN working in the future?

- Are you experiencing syncing issues?

- How wel does it integrate with other projects like Revit?

- How do you train the organization? Project Specific? By Office? By only C3D Users?

- How do you support staff during the project?

- What metrics do you have or should you have to measure success?

- Communications

- Planning

- Best way to get everyone user access?

- What are some of the strategies that worked for you?

- What 'easy buttons' do you wish you had or worked better?

Locking in

SCCM

based on

Sub folders

YOUR TOP 5 YOUR TOP 5

Large projects too

much to migrate

and different folder

structure increases

difficulty

Maybe have

the option to

bring files

with the

template

Permissions

go with

project

templates

Migration not

easy even for

small

projects

I've not tested it

properly but

migration tool

didn't seem to fix

all the migration

issues

Migrating new

projects to a

different folder

structure and

doesn't include

permissions

some clients

wary about

having data

stored on the

cloud

Everyone

has to be on

same DC

Version

xrefs can't

overlay each

other, causes

sheets not to

open

SSM locks all

dwgs, not just

one being

edited

permissions

work well

Need better

guidance from

Autodesk on

how to do this

sync issues

have

improved but

more work

needed

Drefs work

well

Needs more

documentation

for setup

Grouping for

permissions is

great but only

when create

project from

scratch

SSM issues

with custom

fields Sharing surfaces

with Revit takes

a lot of

unnecessary

information not

just the surface

Start small

and project

based

Setup a

training

project for all

users to

access

Get

executive

leadership

buy in

Connect to

SSO / AD

Training to

start for us 

 has been

C3D users

only. 

have one

person to

man the

HUB

Having to work

out who is

providing the

BIM 360 license

for a project

get a few folks

trained well and

they can assist

with training

others

surface

coordination

between C3D and

Revit with shared

coordinate system

works great

Setup up

good

standards

Require

training

before

accessing

hub

thank you for

adding option to

suppress

notifications for

new DC versions

Cloud

access is

convenient

Managing permissions

can sometimes feel

like a lot. sometimes i

forget the last step to

also add permissions

to the project folder

sharing data

with revit

works well

drefs require

changing

working

folder

Need better

guidance from

Autodesk on

how to do this

SSM locking

should be

drawing

being edited

based

surface coordination

between C3D and

Revit with shared

coordinate system

works great

Cloud access is

convenient but

what is backup

and archive

process?

permissions

work well but

must be setup in

template and

roles assigned

to users

file locking in

general needs

work (sync

issues, ssm,

xref/dref overlay

issues, etc)

Start small

and project

based

Connect to

SSO / AD

Setup up

good

standards

Require training

before

accessing hub,

start with C3D

users

Train -

Trainers

Get

executive

leadership

buy in

Migrating new

projects to a

different folder

structure

doesn't include

permissions

Maybe have

the option to

bring files

with the

template
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signal

source of

truth

Canada where is

the data

stored?  Patriot

Act and been

local

government 

YOUR TOP 5

- Are you setting up projects in BIM360 Manually or have you utilized Forge to create projects?

- Does everyone in your organization get the same permission?

- Start a project new in BIM360, or Migrate? Have you tested the migration tool?

- What are some of the challenges in starting a new project?  When migrating?

- Is folder structure importation prior to migrating projects?

- Are you using BIM360? Why?  What is the aversion if not?

- Deployment of software like Desktop Connector?

- Workflow changes with xrefs and/or drefs? Things to be aware of?

- How is SSM Working for you?

- Survey database migration tool?

- What works well on BIM360, what could be done better?

- BIM360 Design - is this activated on your projects or just docs?

- How do you foresee DESIGN working in the future?

- Are you experiencing syncing issues?

- How wel does it integrate with other projects like Revit?

- How do you train the organization? Project Specific? By Office? By only C3D Users?

- How do you support staff during the project?

- What metrics do you have or should you have to measure success?

- Communications

- Planning

- Best way to get everyone user access?

- What are some of the strategies that worked for you?

- What 'easy buttons' do you wish you had or worked better?

YOUR TOP 5 YOUR TOP 5

Permissions in

Bim360 is tricky -

folder level - lots

of granularity - we

haven't

standardized

Project

Provisioning

Inability to use on

some government

(FedRamp) projects,

or projects with

competing (non AWS)

cloud computing

providers.

Apprecite how,

like Vault, you're

always working

on a local

managed copy of

DWGs

We have people

who don't go to

web view of B360

- I think this is

good. They

happily sit in C3D

Looking to move to

BIM 360. We have a

lot of money in our

high speed servers

so that may be why

we aren't fully

transitioning yet.

It's great that we can

host all of our project

data in BIM 360, but it

would be great if we

could manage AutoCAD

Profile config and

support data from BIM

360 too.

Users frequently

mistake/misuse

"Plans" Section

Large orgs struggle

to run frequent

updates (we

require SCCM

packages UAT'd for

every desktop

connector version)

Love that many

improvements

happen on cloud

BIM360 - meaning

users don't need

an update installed

Pipe Catalog

support?

SSM having

issues -

being

worked on by

ADSK

Collaborate -

Can we have

the same design

coordination

view Arch get

Data security --

do we "own" the

data?

We are doing it

manually -

haven't figured

out how to

automate

Better

workflow to

work with

Revit - Pipe

Networks!

Model

Coordination

more like

Navisworks with

functionality

As Site Designer

was taken away

from Revit, it seems

like BIM 360 is the

only surviving way to

bring a Civil 3D TIN

to Revit.

The true field to

finish. How

share the data

across different

groups.

Almost NO

integration

with Revit

I anticipate Revit

interoperability being

a key value point for

why we ultimately

adopt BIM 360. Revit

and real-world

coordinates remains a

sticky workflow.

With bim

sharing of

large data

(Lidar Data)

Activated and

using - like that

we aren't on

ProjectWise for

Civil and B360

for Vertical

Ad-Hoc training

and

implementation

when needed

Early adopters

become

trainers, but

hard to start

that cycle

Relying on

ADSK to help

us through

problems at

outset

We have

been using

any video's

but learning

on the fly

We have design shop

(India) who work on

many global projects -

we are using them to

train our people -

want to grow and

streamline this

We experienced

recent downtime

due to internally

applied security

patch. Was difficult

to discover source

of problem

If you are

using Vault

and how

does this

work?

Would love to

see auto-

printing from

B360 (outside

tool)

We need better

regional

administration -

rely on central IT

to deploy so can't

standardize

regionally
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issues with

transfer...migration

may solve

YOUR TOP 5

- Are you setting up projects in BIM360 Manually or have you utilized Forge to create projects?

- Does everyone in your organization get the same permission?

- Start a project new in BIM360, or Migrate? Have you tested the migration tool?

- What are some of the challenges in starting a new project?  When migrating?

- Is folder structure importation prior to migrating projects?

- Are you using BIM360? Why?  What is the aversion if not?

- Deployment of software like Desktop Connector?

- Workflow changes with xrefs and/or drefs? Things to be aware of?

- How is SSM Working for you?

- Survey database migration tool?

- What works well on BIM360, what could be done better?

- BIM360 Design - is this activated on your projects or just docs?

- How do you foresee DESIGN working in the future?

- Are you experiencing syncing issues?

- How wel does it integrate with other projects like Revit?

- How do you train the organization? Project Specific? By Office? By only C3D Users?

- How do you support staff during the project?

- What metrics do you have or should you have to measure success?

- Communications

- Planning

- Best way to get everyone user access?

- What are some of the strategies that worked for you?

- What 'easy buttons' do you wish you had or worked better?

YOUR TOP 5 YOUR TOP 5

file locking

Process

cannot

access the

File .....

Sync issues

Multi-user

collaboration

Related Data

files being

pulled that

arent in CAD

File

remote

workforce

connectivity

Markups/Issues

on the PM side

Common Data

Environment

for all teams

Civil 3D Files

work in

model

coordination

File Explorer

doesn't allow

copy / paste
Design

review with

needing to

plot

Concerns

about allowing

to many users

in the pilot

projects

limited pool

of testers

saving file issue,

dwg wont let you

save drawing

and says it is

locked by others

Messaging

from

Desktop

Connector

Publish

Sheets in the

Cloud

Publish to

cloud more

like revit

users have

access to

install DC

ADC push

from SCCM

training limited,

suggest video

and user guide

Common Data

Environment

for all teams

Related Data

files being

pulled that

arent in CAD

File

file locking

remote

workforce

connectivity

issues with

transfer...migration

may solve

Messaging

from

Desktop

Connector

Publish to

cloud more

like revit

users have

access to

install DC

ADC push

from SCCM

training limited,

suggest video

and user guide
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VOTING RESULTS

- Are you setting up projects in BIM360 Manually or have you utilized Forge to create projects?

- Does everyone in your organization get the same permission?

- Start a project new in BIM360, or Migrate? Have you tested the migration tool?

- What are some of the challenges in starting a new project?  When migrating?

- Is folder structure importation prior to migrating projects?

- Are you using BIM360? Why?  What is the aversion if not?

- Deployment of software like Desktop Connector?

- Workflow changes with xrefs and/or drefs? Things to be aware of?

- How is SSM Working for you?

- Survey database migration tool?

- What works well on BIM360, what could be done better?

- BIM360 Design - is this activated on your projects or just docs?

- How do you foresee DESIGN working in the future?

- Are you experiencing syncing issues?

- How wel does it integrate with other projects like Revit?

- How do you train the organization? Project Specific? By Office? By only C3D Users?

- How do you support staff during the project?

- What metrics do you have or should you have to measure success?

- Communications

- Planning

- Best way to get everyone user access?

- What are some of the strategies that worked for you?

- What 'easy buttons' do you wish you had or worked better?

VOTING RESULTS VOTING RESULTS

Common Data

Environment

for all teams

file switches

to read only

when you

are in it

remote

workforce

connectivity

issues with

transfer...migration

may solve

Messaging

from

Desktop

Connector

Publish to

cloud more

like revit

users have

access to

install DC

Not so many

DC updates

every month

Make videos

on how to

work

more

content

Migration -

select folder

after upload and

repath files in

that folder

Sync speed

- need just

delta

Train -

Trainers
I'd like to host

my own data

and use it with

the BIM360

interface tools

I'd like a method

for backing-

up/capturing my

BIM360 data as I

need to own and

have a copy of my

own data.
SSM needs to be

accessed and stay

live in a central cloud

location so it can be

simultaneously be

accessed by multiple

users in different

locations.

XREF files on local copy

that don't change often

shouldn't be always

stopping Civil3D or

ACAD, causing software

lag. Local copy should be

like a local copy, aka

super fast.

Sync Speed

(xrefs, saves)

Delta sync

I like monthly

updates to

the Connector

app.

Canada where is

the data

stored?  Patriot

Act and been

local

government 

Inability to use on

some government

(FedRamp) projects,

or projects with

competing (non AWS)

cloud computing

providers.

Data security --

do we "own" the

data?

Exsting

Data to

Connector

Large orgs struggle

to run frequent

updates (we

require SCCM

packages UAT'd for

every desktop

connector version)

It's great that we can

host all of our project

data in BIM 360, but it

would be great if we

could manage AutoCAD

Profile config and

support data from BIM

360 too.

Pipe Catalog

support?

can store

everything

there

struggle to place

non-design

authoring info on

BIM360

Project

Provisioning

Users frequently

mistake/misuse

"Plans" Section We are doing it

manually -

haven't figured

out how to

automate

Better

workflow to

work with

Revit - Pipe

Networks!

As Site Designer

was taken away

from Revit, it seems

like BIM 360 is the

only surviving way to

bring a Civil 3D TIN

to Revit.

Almost NO

integration

with Revit

I anticipate Revit

interoperability being

a key value point for

why we ultimately

adopt BIM 360. Revit

and real-world

coordinates remains a

sticky workflow.

training is

needed

Need to train

entire

organization

Need Synchro of

user accounts thru

Active Directory -

Leave

permissions to

Larger IT team

Archiving/Backing

it up and

confidence has

held people back

Being

deployed via

SCCM -

works well. 

Monthly updates

to desktop

connectori is ok

but not more

frequent please
I have others in my

organization who

are interested in the

idea of the product

but already have

other means of

sharing files

Not all users

have 

Access

User

Permissions

outside

Windows Active

Directory

New data not

present

without a

forced refresh

Large projects

too much to

migrate and

different folder

structure

Grouping for

permissions is

great but only

when create

project from

scratch

Need better

guidance from

Autodesk on

how to do this

Migrating new

projects to a

different folder

structure and

doesn't include

permissions

Maybe have

the option to

bring files

with the

template

surface

coordination

between C3D and

Revit with shared

coordinate system

works great

SSM locking

should be

drawing

being edited

based

Cloud access is

convenient but

what is backup

and archive

process?

permissions

work well but

must be setup in

template and

roles assigned

to users

file locking in

general needs

work (sync

issues, ssm,

xref/dref overlay

issues, etc)

Start small

and project

based

Connect to

SSO / AD

Setup up

good

standards

Require training

before

accessing hub,

start with C3D

users

Get

executive

leadership

buy in

Start small

and project

based

Connect to

SSO / AD

Setup up

good

standards

Require training

before

accessing hub,

start with C3D

users

Get

executive

leadership

buy in

We try not to migrate

projects to BIM 360 - only

start new projects on the

platform.

Creating SCCM

packages can be

time-consuming in a

large organization

that is very busy.

Start projects

new

It helps to start

implementing/training on

a project basis over time

to help build

organizational

knowledge. it provides a

broader knowledge base

to support the larger

implementation

Teach people

who will be using

it for a project to

start. 

AD account

syncing /

SSO

We are setting

up projects

manually, but

exploring the

Forge option in

2021.

Hatch patterns with small

dots printed to PDFs and

previewed in the web BIM

360 interfaceoften

disappear.The reason for

this is because the BIM

360 platform compresses

PDFs for faster viewingbut

if you download the PDFs,

you can view the native

resolution.

SSM doesn't work

well. It helps to have

only one person in

charge of the sheet

set.

Main Session

Multi-User

collaboration

Common

Data

Environment

with whole

team

SSM issues

with custom

fields

Connect to

SSO / AD

I have others in my

organization who

are interested in the

idea of the product

but already have

other means of

sharing files

Backup

workflow and

infrastructure

confidence

Not a team-specific

choice to

access/deploy;

depends on BIM

group that's

managing adoption

throughout the

company

Not using BIM 360

at this point. I'm

putting together a

plan to try and

integrate it in our

organization

Not all users

have 

Access

User

Permissions

outside

Windows Active

Directory

Production teams

understand value

but not yet

understood by the

broader IT org. 

Barriers to adopting BIM 360 w/ C3D

Being

deployed via

SCCM -

works well. 

Monthly updates

to desktop

connectori is ok

but not more

frequent please

Deployment

Related Data

files being

pulled that

arent in CAD

File

I'd like to host

my own data and

use it with the

BIM360 interface

tools

I'd like a method for

backing-

up/capturing my

BIM360 data as I

need to own and

have a copy of my

own data.

I have others in my

organization who

are interested in the

idea of the product

but already have

other means of

sharing files

Backup

workflow and

infrastructure

confidence

Not a team-specific

choice to

access/deploy;

depends on BIM

group that's

managing adoption

throughout the

company

Not using BIM 360

at this point. I'm

putting together a

plan to try and

integrate it in our

organization

Not all users

have 

Access

User

Permissions

outside

Windows Active

Directory

Production teams

understand value

but not yet

understood by the

broader IT org. 

Barriers to adopting BIM 360 w/ C3D

I have others in my

organization who

are interested in the

idea of the product

but already have

other means of

sharing files

Backup

workflow and

infrastructure

confidence

Not a team-specific

choice to

access/deploy;

depends on BIM

group that's

managing adoption

throughout the

company

Not using BIM 360

at this point. I'm

putting together a

plan to try and

integrate it in our

organization

Not all users

have 

Access

User

Permissions

outside

Windows Active

Directory

Production teams

understand value

but not yet

understood by the

broader IT org. 

Barriers to adopting BIM 360 w/ C3D


